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Abstract

Electrical loads connected LO capacitance
elements in high voltage direct current systems are
protected from damage caused by capacitance discharge
overcurrents by connecting a longitudinal inductor
between Che capacitance element and the load. The
inductor comprises a bifllar winding wound about a
magnetic core, which forms an incomplete magnetic
circuit. A diode is connected across a. portion of the
•ifilar winding. Most of the energy discharged from
che capacitance element is stored in Che inductor and
Chen dissipated, away from che load, in an U-R circuit
comprising Che diode and the coil winding. Multiple
high voltage circuits having capacitance elements may
be connected to loads through bifilar windings all
wound about the aforementioned magnetic core.

Introduction

The energy stored in the stray capacitances to
ground of Neutral Beam Sources (NBS) oust be dis-
charged during occasional arcing of the NBS without
causing damage. One arrangement for limiting system
capacitance discharge currents is illustrated by
Fig. 1. A saturated time delay transformer (STDT)
limits the discharge current of capacitance Cl
essentially with its magnetizing impedance. l>* In
addition, the volt-second (Vs) racing of the STDT is
designed to limit current in the event of an arc over
of the switch tube (ST), until the high voltage (HV)
power source is crowbarred. The discharge current of
capacitance EC2 is limited by the equivalent eddy
current resistance of an arc snubber comprising a
larger number of toroidal cores wound froa tape of
high permeability nickel-iron alloy. 3>'*
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Fig. 1. NBS Protected by a Combination
of an STDT and a Snubber
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The 3nubber limits the arc fauic current by means
of eddy current losses in the Cape wound cores.5 The
ini t ia l current step i s 2

1/2
(1)

and che ini t ia l equivalent eddy current resistance
value of che core assembly is

1/2

where

K » material constant which is 3.2 for 50/50
NiFe, and 10.5 for grain oriented silicon
steel ,

&Pe - length of flux path in core,

w » width of core laminations,

N - number of core laminations,

n - number of turns on the excitation coi l , and

E step voltage applied to excitation coil.

Arc snubbers are useful over limited energy
(<25 J) and voltage (<150 kV) ranges. Experiments2

have shown that at relatively low energies the Initial
current step decays approximately linearly. At higher
energies the current step decays with a 1 + cos tot
shape. Finally, if the above mentioned energy range
Is exceeded, the discharge current rises much above
its initial value. For the first two cases the stray
capacitance, C, charged to voltage E, discharges
during time interval2

2CE/ig (3)

For a linear discharge the Vs that the snubber core
aust support is~

2
1 T

(4)

For a 1 + cos ait discharge the Vs that the snubber
core must support is2

0.35 i T

" V l " •• T , " " o ' l C
si (5)

Arc snubbers are relatively expensive, e.g., the
capacitance associated with a 6 kA filament- and a 3
kA arc-power supply is 2 nF. At 120 kV the stored
energy is 14.4 J. The 50/50 NIFe snabber cores, which
limit the current step to 260 A, weigh 400 lb and cost
$17,000, bringing the cost of the complete snubber
circuit to 524,000 in 1979 dollars. Of the total cost
of the protection circuit shown in Fig. 1, 751 is for
the snubber circuit. Arc snubbers designed at LLNL to
discharge 25 J at 80 kV are roughly 2 ft square by
4 tc high and weigh about a ton." Their initial



current step vis 390 A when discharging an 8.7 oF
capacitor charged co 73.3 k.V (23.5 J).

Above 150 <V and approximacely W-50 J arc snub-
bers fail Co limic the fault current adequately. This
problem may be overcome by adding a fasc acting
crowbar (response cime <100 tis) in parallel with the
snubber core assembly.2 la the circuit of Fig, 1 a
triggered spark gap, QZ, may be connected to the
snubber circuit, as shown by the dashed lines. During
normal operation the anode and the trigger electrode
of gap G2 are at the same potential (e.g., 120 kV).
-.hen cne NBS arcs to ground there are 120 kV between
;he .mode and the trigger eleccrode, thus triggering
ma ^ap. Capacitance X 2 vill now discharge through
•jap J2 while the fault current through the NBS is
limited by che arc snubber. In a similar fashion, a
triggered spark gap, Cl, nay be connected in parallel
with capacitance Cl. Of course, these spark gaps add
circuit complexity ;a dielectric gas at <30 psig is
required) m d need some maintenance; in fact, they may
cause a circuit interruption by arcing over
accidentally.

For an NBS operating at high voltages and with
filament and arc currents of many icA, the arc snubber
can only accommodate a single bifilar turn threaded
through the ID of the toroidal cores, as shown in
Fig. 1. The large cross—sectional area of the
conductors, needed for current carrying capability and
the space needed for HV-insulation, effectively
prohibits multiple turn coils in the interior of the
toroidal core. In order to put more turns through the
interior of a toroidal core (to decrease ig <*

£pe/n ' ), its IS oust be increased, causing a pro-
portional increase in the length of flux path tge
which, in turn, increases the initial current step.

The above limitations of a toroidal core snubber
are overcome with a novel longitudinal inductor which
features:

• a such larger operating range in regards to
the energy stored in the stray capacitance
and to voltage,

• all passive components (no bias or reset
circuits, no triggered sparK-gapsJ, ana

o a mich smaller current step due to eddy
currents and a fault current limited to a
peak value determined by the inductance of

the -iesign.

A New Circuit co Discharge Stray Capacitance

Circuit Description
In Fig. 2 a longitudinal inductor (LI) is used to

limit the discharge current of stray capacitances
2C2. The leads of the arc and filament power supplies
and the coaxial monitor and control cables are wound
bifilar on a straight core. Thus, under normal
operating conditions no net magnetic field is produced
by the windings, owing to the bipolar current flow in
each winding set which produces mutually cancelling
magnetizing currents. However, when the NBS sparks to
ground the energy in the respective stray capacitance
elements chat make up £C2 is discharged with current
that is simultaneously carried in both conductors of a
given winding. In this event, the currents do not
cancel, and the discharge current magnetizes the
Inductor. The "straight core" does not require a
reset winding; this eliminates the bias choke L ^ and
resistor R B 2 of the circuit of Fig. 1 and their

contribution to the Initial current step.'
prevents EC2 from beir^ charged negatively.
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Fig. 2. NBS Protected by a Combination of an
STDT and a Longitudinal Inductor

Circuit operation is explained with reference to
the simplified circuit of Fig. 3a. Capacitor C2 is
charged to the operating voltage of the NBS. Closing
of switch S simulates an arc down of the NBS.
Neglecting at this time winding capacitance, C^, the
initial discharge of C 2 causes a current step ig
through Rye, the resistance equivalent to eddy current
losses in the core. Its value can be calculated froi~
Eq. (2). Superimposed on 1 is an oscillatory current
1 through the windings represented by inductance L
and resistance RCu. This current has an Initial value
of zero and it is displaced 90° from the capacitor
voltage eg as shown in Fig. 3b. The IS. circuit
components 2of Che inductor vary with time. As the
eddy currents decay, current I decays and inductance
L Increases and winding resistance R^u decreases.
When i reaches its maximum at time t^, the voltage
across C, is zero and all the energy is stored in
Inductance L. The oolartty across the Inductance
reverses biasing diode D in the forward direction. At
this time, the arc in the NBS quenches, loop current
i. goes -o zero, and Loop current i£ begins co :lou,
dissipating the fault energy in RCu. In this way only
the current i^ flowing between time t and tj is
conducted through the NBS. After tj the fault energy.

Fig. 3. Equivalent Circuit and Waveforms
of the Longitudinal Inductor



stored In L, is dissipated in circuit elements outside
che MBS. The dotted portions of che currenc and
roltage waves, cut off by che diode 0 at time c,, are
shown co indicate che oscillatory nature or che
circuit as compared co che L/R discharge of Che
snubber circuit of Fig. 1.

The linear inductor can be designed for almost
any desired values for 1 and i . However, Che
winding capacitance Cy indicated in Fig. 3a must be
made as small as practicable. When che NBS sparks Co
ground, capacitance Cy will be charged within a few ns
Co che voltage on C~. This charge energy is a small
percentage of che energy stored in C7; it will be
dissipated in che MBS. An equivalent circuit for che
iinear inductor is shown in Fig. 4; a coil winding
configuration corresponding co this circuit will be
described later. The coil oust be designed so chat
che inter-turn capacitance, Ĉ ,, is small. The
oscillations between che capacitances C- and turn
induccance u~ are damped by eddy current losses in che
core aaterial and in che winding; chese oscillations
are superimposed on discharge current i shown in
Fig. 3b. From Fig. 4, Che value of Cy is the value of
Cj. divided by the number of turns.

4. Equivalent Circuit for the
Longitudinal Inductor

The Laminated Core

The inductor utilizes a straight core made from
thin laminations of grain oriented silicon steel.
These laminations are designed for a snail voltage
gradient around the lamination as outlined in
Reference 2 for the tape wound toroidal cores. In
order to use these design formulas with a straight
-ore, ics xlux distribution must be identical Co that
of a toroidal core made from the same material.

Assume we require a 19 in. long inductor. The OD
of che core is 5 in. and the ID and OD of the excit-
ation coil are 6.2 In. and 13.6 in., respectively.
Figure 5 illustrates the flux distribution for one
quadrant of such an inductor with a relative core
permeability of U«l. Figure 6 shows the flux
distribution if the straight core has a pulse
permeability of u-800. The coil inductance (L - $/i)
has increased by a factor of 8 as compared to the
conditions shown in Fig. 5; however, only 18S of the
flux passes through the whole length of the core. In
order to have Che same flux distribution In the
straight core as in a gapless toroidal core, no flux
mast leave the sides of the core. This condition can
oe forced by surrounding the straight core with an
eddy current shield; for example a copper sheet
wrapped around the core. The overlap of this one-turn
shield is Insulated so that the shield does not
present a shorted turn to the magnetic field in the
core. The corresponding flux distribution in the core
is shown in Fig. 7; it is the same distribution as for
any section of a gapless toroidal core wound from the
same material. Eddy current losses In the shield
dissipate sone pulse energy similar to that dissipated
in RFe of the circuit of Fig. 3a.

Fig. 5. Flux Distribution of Inductor for
Relative Core Permeability y » 1
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Fig. 6. Flux Distribution for Relative
Core Permeability u « 300

In Fig. 7 the flux density in the center of the
core is approximately 2000 G. Following the axis of
the core assembly, the field Is down to 20 G at a
distance of 24 In. from the core center. Measured
radially from the core center, the field is down to
20 G after 10 in. If desired, these leakage fields,
which last only for a few microseconds, can easily be
attenuated with a thin metal shield that encloses the
assembly.

As Illustrated by the dc hysteresis curves shown
in Fig. 8 the residual field, Br, of a core with a
large air gap is practically zero. Therefore, no
reset bias winding is required for a large change in
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Fig. 7. Flux Distribution for Relative
Core Permeability y - 800 and
Eddy-Current-Shielding of Core
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Fig. 8. Hysteresis Curves for Toroidal and
Straight Cores of Silectron Steel

flux density, AB - Bg - Bf, which is <19 IcG for grain
oriented silicon 3teel. A toroidal core with a bias
circuit wouid .lave -i little nore Chan twice chat value
for AB; however, the difference la inductance can be

nade up by an increase of the number of turns on the
straight core. Furthermore, by eliminating the bias
circuit one reduces the current step associated with
it. In a toroidal snubber circuit the bias circuit
adds approximately 25% to the current step caused by
che coroidal core alone.

Pulse magnetization curves for laminations made
rrom grain oriented silicon steel are shown in ftef. 6.

The Blfllar Windings

With a straight magnetic core the blfilar
windings for che filament- and arc-currents of che NBS
can be wound from copper or aluminum sheets. There
are several options Cor che inductor design:

1. All windings have one common core.

2. The filament- and arc-current windings have
one commcn core; the control and aionitoring
cables have a separate core.

3. The filament- and the arc-current windings
and the control and monitoring cables all
have separate cores.

Only the first two cases will be considered. A
design which utilizes one core common to all connec-
tions between the NBS and the filament, arc, and
monitoring circuits is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 9.
In this case the thickness of the conductor sheets for
the filanent- and arc-windings are the same. The
width of chese sheets is proportional to the rms-
values of the filament- and arc-currents. The buildup
per turn — two conductors plus low voltage CLV)
insulation between then — is equal to, or larger
than, the largest 0D of any of the monitoring and
control cables. Under these conditions all windings
can be wound simultaneously; the turn insulation is
one sheet which extends several inches beyond the core
and the conductors, as illustrated in Fig. 9. Since
all windings have the sane number of turns, there is
no potential between adjacent turns when the NBS arcs
to ground; only a snail space is required between
adjacent windings. With the coil buildup on the
outside of a straight core, there are no insulation
problems; the creepage path between the first and last
turns Increases with che number of curns. In addi-
tion, the blfilar turns can be wound and insulated
relatively easily. With this design only the turn
closest co che ^ore has a capacitance ro che core, J',
as shown in Fig. 4. The capacitance, C", between core
and ground is ouch smaller than C . Since the con-
ductor surface per curn increases with che diameter,
che capacitance between the outermost turns C_
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Fig. 9. Longitudinal Inductor with a Straight Core and Eddy Current Shield



is larger Chan the capacitance between the Inner

aoat turns CT

1
(C + 0T

The nominal turn capacitance is

II > C » C".

The initial discharge pulse, W * 0.5 Cw eg , is

proportional to the equivalent winding capacitance
Cw - CT/n. By choosing a large number of turns,

10 < n < 50, with a relatively thick turn insulation
of material having a small electric permittivity, er <
3.1, the value of C;J can be made small compared to the
value of C2; Cy z 0.1 C2.

An Inductor to Discharge 2nf at 120 fcV

For an example of the second case above, the 14.4
J stored by a stray capacitance C 2 • 2nF at 120 \aV
need to be discharged with a peak current limited to
4200 A. A. core made from 56 bars of 2-mil grain
oriented silicon steel, each bar being 1 In. wide *

1 tn. high » 20 in. long, could be used. Such a core
has a total weight of ~28O 1b and costs approximately
35500. These cores are surrounded by a one-turn eddy
current shield and placed inside a fiberglass cylinder
o= 9-1/8 in. ID and 1/8 in. wall thickness. Spoxy
resin is used Co fill che space between the cores, the
shield, and the H> of the cylinder.

For the control and monitoring cables fiber optic
circuits are used; therefore, the inductor is designed
to accommodate the filament and arc circuits only.
For filament and arc currents having peak values of 6
kA and 3 kA, Che corresponding rms values are 2.2 kA
and 545 A, respectively. For these currents, inductor
design details are listed in Table t. The Inductor
limits the fault current through che MBS to the pulse
shown tn Fig. 2. Mote che fundamental difference
between this oscillatory current shape and che L/R
fault current limited by the snubber shown in
Fig. 1. The estimated cost for che inductor is
316,000.

Table I. Longitudinal Inductor

Number of bifilar turns

Conductor thickness of each polarity of the bifilar windings

Conductor width for filament circuit

Conductor width for arc circuit

Insulation between bifilar conductors

Turn insulation

Build up per turn

Inductance L

Current step at 120 kV due to losses In iron core

Current peak United by inductor to

n - 20

9/64 in.

16 in.

3-3/4 in.

Mylar 0.01 in. thick

Mylar 0.2 in. thick

0.491 in.

750 uH

8.66 A

< 120 kV \2nF/750 uH

Time to reach current peak

At » II4 - 0.5 nyfcL «0.5 » \2nF x 750

Turn Co curn capacitance

Total winding capacitance

Energy stored in winding capacitance

Heat losee: of inductor assembly

Total weight of inductor assembly

< 196 A

- 1.92 us

Cr - 4.37 nF

- CT/n - 0.219 nF

1.57 J

- 2.8 kW

- 2600 lb

2.

3.
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